WE ARE EXCITED TO INTRODUCE OUR FIRST MADE IN THE USA PARASILK® PARAFFIN WAX TREATMENTS.

ABOUT GLOVE TREAT® WITH PARASILK® PARAFFIN PRODUCTS

gLOVE Treat® with Parasilk® paraffin are products of Paraffin International Inc., the company that is redefining the future of paraffin wax treatments with Parasilk® paraffin products and delivery systems for spa and medical professionals. We have three unique delivery systems that eliminate the need for a paraffin pot.

3 UNIQUE DELIVERY SYSTEMS - NO PARAFFIN POT NECESSARY

GLOVE

- Made with our trade secret Parasilk® ingredients, a blend of Medical Grade Paraffin Waxes, Virgin Coconut oil and essential oils.
- New Zipper system in gloves, boots and mitts allows for an even more convenient multiple use treatment when heating.
- Soft plush inner liner eliminates mess and keeps warmth in for up to 10 minutes while giving a therapeutic and deep moisturizing treatment.
- Our hook and loop system closes around your ankle and wrist to keep your warm Parasilk® paraffin wax enclosed around your hands and feet.
- Our Thermo Indicator in a heart shape lets you know when the product is safe to use.

MITT

BOOT

THERAPEUTIC BENEFITS OF PARAFFIN WAX TREATMENTS

- Brings warmth to help increase blood flow and relax stiff joints and sore muscles.
- Increases circulation which helps flush toxins. Great for post sports recovery.
- Hydrating and skin softening elements aid in dry cuticles callused heels and cracked skin, giving hands and feet a more youthful appearance.

FOR QUESTIONS EMAIL SERVICE@GLOVETREAT.COM OR CALL 800-414-7115

PARASILK

PFN# 10308  Patent No. US 8,613,732 B2
RETAIL TREATMENT INSTRUCTIONS

1. REMOVE
   Remove the glove, boot, or mitt from the inner sealed packaging. Then remove the soft plush loop strap as this can melt in the microwave if left on.

2. HEAT
   Place one unfolded glove, boot, or mitt in the microwave at a time for approximately 90 seconds. Flip over and heat in 30 second increments until wax is clear.

3. RUB
   Gently remove the glove, boot, or mitt from the microwave and rub together with your hands to help evenly melt the wax. Think genie in a bottle, not starting a fire with sticks.

4. TREAT
   The thermochromatic heart indicator will show red when the Parasilk™ paraffin wax is too hot for skin. Wait until the indicator turns completely black, then it is safe to put foot or hand in. Secure the glove, boot, or mitt with the attached plush loop strap.

5. RELAX
   Find a quiet place and chill. Sit down and relax while you use the glove, boot, or mitt. And by the way, the boots are not made for walking.

6. REPEAT
   Remove hand or foot after 10 minutes. Save any remaining wax pieces and put back in the glove, boot, or mitt. Massage oils into skin and pat dry with towel. Each glove, boot, and mitt can be reused up to four treatments.

STORING YOUR GLOVE TREAT PRODUCTS

THIS PRODUCT HAS A SHELF LIFE OF TWO YEARS.

- Store in a dry clean environment in the original sealed pouch or another personal sealed container.
- The product has a shelf life of up to two years, see expiration date located on the band seal of the glove, mitt or boot.
- Each glove, boot, and mitt can be used up to four times and then disposed of.